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Disclaimer
This World Wide Website (the “site”) is operated by Bulgin Limited (“Bulgin Limited”). These conditions 
of use are governed by the laws of England and Wales and you agree that the English courts shall have 
exclusive jurisdiction in any dispute.

The pages, or parts of pages, containing share price feeds and RNS feeds are provided by the Design 
Portfolio Online Services from the London Stock Exchange via Digital Look. The pages, or parts of 
pages, containing share price information (“the IR website”) are published by Design Portfolio Online 
Services (“us” or “we”) on behalf of Bulgin Limited and are distinct from those published by Bulgin 
Limited (“client” website). 

Please read our conditions of use carefully as by using the IR website you will be taken to have agreed 
to be bound by them. We reserve the right to vary the conditions of use at any time and will post any 
variations here. You are advised to review the conditions of use on a regular basis as you will be 
deemed to have accepted variations if you continue to use the IR website after they have been posted. 

We take every care and precaution to ensure that information published on the IR website is accurate 
when posted and regularly updated, but neither we nor Bulgin Limited guarantee its accuracy and we 
may change the information at any time without notice. 

WE PUBLISH THE IR WEBSITE “AS IS” WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, AS TO THE OPERATION OF OUR SITE , THE ACCURACY OF THE INFORMATION OR THE 
PRODUCTS OR SERVICES REFERRED TO ON THE IR WEBSITE (IN SO FAR AS SUCH WARRANTIES 
MAY BE EXCLUDED UNDER ANY RELEVANT LAW) AND NEITHER WE NOR Bulgin Limited SHALL BE 
LIABLE FOR ANY LOSSES OR DAMAGES THAT MAY RESULT FROM USE OF THE IR WEBSITE AS A 
CONSEQUENCE OF ANY INACCURACIES IN, OR ANY OMISSIONS FROM, THE INFORMATION 
WHICH THEY MAY CONTAIN. 

The information contained in the IR website is not an invitation to invest in the shares, or any other products 
or services or otherwise deal in these or enter into a contract with Bulgin Limited or any other company. 
The information provided should not be relied upon in connection with any investment decision.
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Accuracy of Information
Whilst Bulgin Limited uses reasonable endeavours to ensure that the contents of this site are accurate 
and up to date, it does not accept any liability for any information which may not be accurate. Bulgin 
Limited is reliant upon third parties for much of the information provided (see below) and reserves the 
right to change data, references and product specifications at any time.

The contents of this site are for general information and public relations purposes only and do not purport 
to provide advice, make any offer or otherwise create or lead to the creation of any legally enforceable 
relationship between Bulgin Limited and you. No reliance should be placed on any statements made 
on the site, whether for investment purposes or otherwise. Bulgin Limited excludes to the fullest extent 
permitted by law all liability resulting from your access to the site including (without limitation) any loss 
(financial or otherwise) or damage resulting directly or indirectly from any such reliance.

Certain hypertext links contained in this site will direct you to websites which are not under the control 
of Bulgin Limited. Such links are included for your convenience and do not constitute an endorsement by 
Bulgin Limited of third party products or services. Selection of a link will take you out of this site to other 
websites which Bulgin Limited has no control over. Bulgin Limited accepts no liability or responsibility 
whatsoever for any other websites which may be accessed through the Bulgin Limited site, nor does 
Bulgin Limited endorse or make representations in respect of such websites. All links are used at your 
own risk. In evoking links to other websites, you agree to accept these conditions of use.

You may not create a link to this website from another website or document without Bulgin Limited’s 
prior written consent. Persons providing access to this website via links from another website are solely 
responsible for the content, accuracy, opinions expressed, privacy policies, products or services of, 
or available through, the source website and for any representations made or impressions created 
concerning Bulgin Limited.

Intellectual Property
Your use of this website and any materials downloaded, viewed, copies or printed does not authorise 
you to use any names or trademarks of Bulgin Limited or its subsidiary companies. The copyright notice 
which is displayed in this site indicates that all materials within the site are the intellectual property of 
Bulgin Limited. Such materials may not be copied save to the extent necessary to view them online. 
However, you may print complete pages of the site as hard copies for your own personal use.
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Data Protection
Bulgin Limited will not collect any personally-identifiable information about you (i.e. your name, address, 
telephone number or e-mail address) unless you provide it to us voluntarily. Given that the Internet is 
a global environment, using the Internet to collect and process personal data necessarily involves the 
transmission of data on an international basis. Therefore, by browsing this website and communicating 
electronically with us, you acknowledge and agree to our processing of personal data in this way.

If you have already submitted personal data and would like it removed from our records, please contact 
us at the e-mail address listed at the bottom of this section. We will use all reasonable efforts to delete 
your information from our records. Any information you provide to Bulgin Limited (“data”) will be put 
onto the Bulgin Limited database and processed by us for marketing purposes, market research, and in 
order to contact you or send you information. 

Bulgin Limited may also disclose the data within its group of companies and to its professional advisers 
and agents for the above purposes. By submitting your data to us you agree to our storage and use of 
the data. In some cases, we may collect information about you that is not personally-identifiable. This 
type of information includes the type of Internet browser you are using, the type of computer operating 
system you are using, and the domain name of the website from which you linked to our site.

Cookie Policy
What are ‘Cookies’?
Cookies are small text files which are downloaded to your computer or mobile device when you visit 
a website or application. Your web browser (such as Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox or Google 
Chrome) then sends these cookies back to the website or application on each subsequent visit so that 
they can recognise you and remember things like personalised details or user preferences. Cookies are 
very useful and do lots of different jobs which help to make your experience on websites as smooth as 
possible. For example, they let you move between web pages efficiently, remembering your preferences, 
and generally improving your experience.

How Cookies Are Used on Bulgin Limited Websites 
We use cookies to understand what pages and information visitors find useful, and to detect problems 
such as broken links, or pages which are taking a long time to load. We sometimes use cookies to 
remember a choice you make on one page, when you have moved to another page if that information 
can be used to make the website work better. 

For example: avoiding the need to ask for the same information several times during a session (e.g. 
when filling in forms), or remembering that you have logged in, so that you don’t have to re-enter your 
username and password on every page.



Cookies for Google Analytics
This and other Bulgin Limited group companies websites use Google Analytics, a web analytics service 
provided by Google, Inc. (“Google”). Google Analytics uses “cookies”, which are text files placed on 
your computer, to help the website analyse how users use the site. The information generated by the 
cookie about your use of the website (including your IP address) will be transmitted to and stored by 
Google on servers in the United States. Google will use this information for the purpose of evaluating 
your use of the website, compiling reports on website activity for website operators and providing other 
services relating to website activity and Internet usage. 

Google may also transfer this information to third parties where required to do so by law, or where 
such third parties process the information on Google’s behalf. Google will not associate your IP address 
with any other data held by Google. You may refuse the use of cookies by selecting the appropriate 
settings on your browser. However, please note that if you do this you may not be able to use the full 
functionality of this website. By using this website, you consent to the processing of data about you by 
Google in the manner and for the purposes set out above.

Disabling Cookies 
You can prevent the setting of cookies by adjusting the settings on your browser (see your browser Help 
for how to do this). Be aware that disabling cookies will affect the functionality of this and many other 
websites that you visit.

Who To Contact
If you have submitted personal data through the site and would like that information deleted from 
our records, please contact us at: legal@bulgin.com.
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